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In order to keep his position as the head of the eu branch, Pete also prepared a lot of bargaining chips. 

He would not hesitate to sell his former colleagues and friends and handed Qin Ming a list of opponents. 

 

Qin Ming was very satisfied with that list. It could save a lot of time in selecting disobedient people and 

mobilize people to speed up the process. 

 

Even if he wants to keep Pete, he can leave it to Pete to do it. 

 

Within the Universe Century Group, there are two systems. One is the person in charge of business 

operations who signs the contract. Everyone is a wage earner. The difference is the right of permission 

and the level of wages. 

 

The other is the assassination squad, which exists on all continents and countries. Generally, when there 

is no mission, they will do something else. 

 

The assassination team is also directly under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Board of Directors, but 

after Chang Hongxi’s decades of operation and changes, assassination teams around the world have 

long been under the jurisdiction of the group boss, especially many young members are trained within 

the group. , High loyalty. 

 

Chang Hongxi undoubtedly laid a good foundation for Qin Ming and made Qin Ming very convenient. 

 

It is this system of assassination squads that makes Pete James afraid. The infiltration ability of the 

Universe Century Group has long infiltrated the senior executives of eu countries. He used to rely on the 

head of the eu industry to offend many people. . 

 

Once Pete loses his job, he has lost the asylum of the group. He will be killed every minute. 



 

Pete said: “Boss, I know that there are several opposition parties on the top board who want to go 

against you. They have approached me before, and I made excuses to resign.” 

 

Qin Ming is not surprised by this. The structure of the highest board of directors is like this. 

 

Judging from the history of the development of Huanyu, it is to pull you in first, let you taste the 

sweetness, and then start the struggle for power. Once you are killed, then your share of benefits will be 

divided among others. . 

 

This was too chaotic, and was changed by Chang Hongxi. He wanted to concentrate his power on one 

person. Unfortunately, Chang Hongxi got cancer. 

 

Qin Ming said while eating Faguo’s foie gras, “Really? Who are there?” 

 

Pete said: “The people of the Jordan Serkiak family and the Harrison family have joined forces and want 

to target the boss.” 

 

Qin Ming is still very calm. He knows that many people want him to die, but he doesn’t care much. There 

are many people around him who can protect him. 

 

Seeing that Qin Ming didn’t care much, Peter became anxious. Isn’t this bargaining chip not enough? 

 

Pete spoke in bad Chinese and said, “Boss, I am absolutely loyal to you. Really, I can do a lot for your 

group and for you. Just like my father works for your father, I can also do for you. Effective until 

retirement.” 

 

Qin Ming patted Pete on the shoulder and said, “Is there anything else in China this time?” 

 



Seeing that Qin Ming hadn’t responded positively, Pitt said weakly: “Yes, I brought some heads of 

companies over, and I will participate in a science and technology exhibition tomorrow to see if there 

are any interesting new energy materials.” 

 

Qin Ming nodded, patted Pete’s shoulder again, and said, “This is your job, you work hard, and I won’t 

treat you badly. Eat it. If you don’t eat it, it will be cold.” 

 

Pete James’s heart moved, Qin Ming didn’t say any promises, but didn’t say that he must be removed? 

 

This makes Pete feel better, maybe he won’t be removed as long as he does it well. 

 

As soon as he figured this out, Pete’s face was naturally happy. 

 

For Pete James, who is the boss is the same, his salary is written in the contract, his power is not less, he 

knows how to show his loyalty, then he is very stable. 

 

This is Qin Ming deliberately not giving promises. He is learning from Zhang Quanzhen’s autobiography. 

The so-called advance and retreat means that you cannot easily make promises, which is what Zhang 

Quanzhen often talks about. Leaked meaning. 

 

Do not promise that everything is possible, once you promise, your back road will be reduced by more 

than half. 

 

He used the intimate action of tapping the shoulder to give Pete a hint and let him guess the meaning 

behind it, that was enough. 

 

The two had lunch, Pete and Qin Ming talked a lot about the situation of the eu branch, how many 

planes the group sold, and some anecdotes about Pete’s visit to the royal family of Yingguo last month 

and so on. 



 

And Qin Ming will also know that the general affairs of the eu region have always been coordinated by 

the group’s four veteran consultants, Huang Jin, a Chinese. 

 

Pete hadn’t seen Huang Jin for two years, and Feng Dongxiang temporarily took over Huang Jin’s affairs. 

 

This surprised Qin Ming. The four veterans were all under Chang Hongxi’s ability. She had met two of 

them, and one of them had been helping Feng Dongxiang in Magnesium to clean up some of the voices 

of opposition. 

 

And this Huang Jin can’t be contacted either. There shouldn’t be any problems, right? 

 

Qin Ming has already thought about it. Mayin Hathaway has a very good attitude and can stay 

temporarily. Aaron or Ao Mei will replace Feng Dongxiang in the future. If he is not loyal, Huang Jin will 

find Qi Yundong or Hou Qing to replace him. 

 

These are all follow-up plans, and Qin Ming can’t implement them now. 

 

After sending off Pete James in the afternoon, Song Ying also checked the files of “opposers” provided 

by Pete. In addition to the list, there were also some irregular things they had done. Pete really collected 

them very carefully. 

 

Song Ying’s face was distressed, and said, “Master, to replace so many high-level cadres, the impact will 

be a bit big. Huaxia is already in a hurry.” 

 

Qin Ming said: “Don’t worry, Huaxia is the foundation for us to settle down. If Huaxia is stable, we can 

advance and retreat. Eu will leave it to Pete James to handle it and let him replace appropriately. We are 

not enough wings. To be plump, let the people below bite the dog first, it will damage a certain amount 

of vitality and drag the development back, but for the super corporate monster of Huanyu, it is just a 

small matter.” 



 

Song Ying admired and said, “Master, you are a really powerful move. If those high-level people who are 

opposed to you are busy making internal disturbances with Pete, you won’t have so much thought to 

target you, Master, and we have enough time to grow.” 

 

 

Qin Ming said: “That’s for sure. You have to take one bite at a time, and you have to go step by step. If 

you use too much force, you will get an egg. By the way, I withdrew a few captains of the Huaxia 

assassination team. Is there nothing wrong with me? What message?” 

 

Qin Ming is still a little worried about the removal of Xuanyuanwu, because he is Chang Hongxi’s old 

subordinate for many years. He has worked hard and is about to retire at night. He was suddenly 

dismissed for fear of causing a backlash. 

 

However, the two comrades introduced by Aaron are quite capable, but they can withstand the 

pressure. 

 

Song Ying said, “Master, Xuanyuanwu is waiting for arrangement at home. He is the leader of the Huaxia 

assassination team and a spiritual symbol for many years. How about we arrange some positions for 

him?” 

 

Qin Ming thought for a while, and said, “Then let him go to Nanshan Manor and stay with Ma Shaofu. 

Spiritual symbol? One can push another if it falls down. I will push what they want. Only obey me. Order 

to stay.” 

 

Arranging some things for Song Ying, Qin Ming breathed a sigh of relief. Recently, there have been too 

many things in the group, and he is also deeply tired. She can trust too few people, and he has to find 

some reliable people to do things for himself. 

 

He originally sought out Zhang Quanzhen, but failed and became a master and apprentice. 

 



But now, where is he looking for? 
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Huaxia has many talents, but there are not many talents that belong to Qin Ming. 

 

Qin Ming accidentally recruited Aaron, Keli Olsen, and Qi Minghui. He was very lucky. Zhang Quanzhen 

became his master, but it was only a critical moment. 

 

Qin Ming muttered this in his heart: “Hey? Why don’t I go to the school to find it? I know a few capable 

and capable classmates. I used to work part-time together. Now I don’t contact much, but the 

relationship is still good. Now everyone It’s time to look for a job.” 

 

Qin Ming did as soon as he thought of it and took out his mobile phone to contact some of his former 

friends. 

 

Qin Ming immediately sent a message in the group: “Brothers, who is free? Have a drink tonight? Have a 

long-term good job introduction.” 

 

As soon as Qin Ming’s group sent a message, someone responded immediately. 

 

“Ah, boss Qin finally thought of us, so I said, boss Qin will definitely not forget us when he is rich.” 

 

Someone immediately posted a photo of Qin Ming holding Zhang Xiaoyan’s hand in a helicopter before, 

seconding: “Boss Qin asks for it.” 

 

“Gou’s rich and honorable, if you really don’t forget, boss Qin asks for it.” 

 



“Senior Qin, how did you become a vice president?” 

 

“Boss Qin introduces a girl and teaches us your skills for picking up girls. Everyone is single.” 

 

“Where does Qin Ming eat? If you entertain, you must save face.” 

 

“Yeah, more than three years have passed. Qin Ming used to post part-time jobs in the group every day, 

and finally got over it. We are still looking for work.” 

 

Qin Ming sees that the alumni of the various departments in the group are very active. These people 

know the details. Although they are not particularly strong, they have strong learning ability and have 

nothing to do with anyone in the group. He knows him. Qin Ming . 

 

Once they adapt and get used to the rhythm of the Universe Century Group, and gain a foothold 

through Qin Ming and the strengths they have learned, they will be a great help for Qin Ming. 

 

It is more reliable than those reserve cadres within the group. 

 

Qin Ming said again: “If you want to come, let’s chat with Qiangwei Bar tonight.” 

 

Qin Ming didn’t call Zhao Liniu and Sun Zhipeng. They are Qin Ming’s good brothers. Qin Ming will 

naturally not treat them badly if there is a good thing. He has reserved the position of general manager 

and does not need to start from scratch. 

 

At seven o’clock in the evening, the rose bar outside the school 

 

Last time I was still young and lost in love and got drunk. I met Zhao Menghua and met a liar. 

 



Qin Ming brought with him the materials he had prepared early in the morning. There were quite a lot 

of people in the group who responded, there were as many as a dozen, all of whom were named by Qin 

Ming. He knew the basics. 

 

Rose Bar is a popular bar among the young people nearby. It is mainly quiet and drinks light alcohol. 

 

The reason why Qin Ming didn’t want to go to dinner was to save money, and to drink two cups. If 

everyone was unconscious, it was easy to agree to it. 

 

At seven o’clock, five men and one woman, and six alumni appeared at the Rose Bar on time. 

 

“Xiao Nan, A Fei, Cai Ge, Fang Hao, Xiao Ma, Qi Weidong… Why are you six?” After Qin Ming said hello, 

he wondered, didn’t a dozen people respond? 

 

Liu Xunan said: “Who made your reputation bad now? Although the school clarified before that it was 

the school network administrator deliberately spreading rumors to discredit you, everyone also said that 

you willful self-propelled school flower harvester, ho ho ho.” 

 

Liu Xunan is a slender girl with glasses and one or two pimples on her face. Although she is not a big 

beauty, she is also pretty, mainly young, and she is often molested in the group. 

 

Qin Ming smiled bitterly: “Xiao Nan, I was really misunderstood. You have to believe me.” 

 

A Fei patted Qin Ming and said, “Qin Ming, if you don’t even drive a helicopter to pick up girls, do you 

know how much the single dog in our school was stimulated last time? Zhang Xiaoyan in your class is so 

beautiful, legal loli, beautiful anchor, Did you take it down?” 

 

A Fei, whose real name is Xue Fei, is a high-achieving student in the business school and a perennial 

scholarship winner. 



 

Qin Ming clarified: “No matter what happened, people asked me to help live the outdoor live broadcast. 

Do I want the kind of person who eats grass by the nest?” 

 

Everyone nodded and said: “It’s very similar. I used to look like that innocent and honest, but now I have 

a bad face. I specialize in hooking up beautiful women. Is your waist OK? Hahaha.” 

 

Wiping it, Qin Ming watched his classmates burst into laughter, and was very depressed, but he still 

didn’t know what to do. These guys are all uncles and have to wait on them. 

 

Cai Zhongjin said: “Okay, stop boobs. Xiaoming, you said that there is a good job introduction, we also 

know each other, you can talk about it, what good job is there?” 

 

Qi Weidong also said: “Yes, Qin Ming, I heard that you have become a vice president in a foreign 

company. That’s amazing. The annual salary is one million, right?” 

 

Everyone looked enviously. They were all from similar backgrounds. They used to study together how to 

take care of part-time and academic work. Qin Ming is undoubtedly doing a better job. He earned his 

own three-year living expenses and tuition. , And also soaked a class flower Li Meng by the way. 

 

They were envious of Qin Ming before, let alone vice presidents of foreign companies now. 

 

Qin Ming didn’t say anything, but said modestly: “It’s just a temporary job. Because I have a very good 

project, the big boss asks me to set up a branch. Then the head office can get investment from the head 

office, and the money ghost is half of the big boss. , We will work on projects for the rest.” 

 

Liuxu Nanying opened her lips slightly, pushed her glasses, and said, “You are an excellent white wolf 

with empty gloves.” 

 



Xue Fei said, “Is the company up?” 

 

Qin Ming said: “It’s done, the money is in place, the project is available, and the development prospects 

are good. To be honest with everyone, I don’t have a name at the head office, and I rely on my boss to 

work. If the project is done well, I will If you can go up, I will go up. Everyone will be able to go in in the 

future. Our head office is a multinational company, one of the top 100 in the world, with a profit of tens 

of billions of dollars in the first quarter.” 

 

Gulu…Everyone gulped as they listened. They were all seniors. Although they were all anxious about 

their work, they didn’t expect to be able to get into such a boastful company? 

 

In an instant, everyone felt that there was a difference in level. They and Qin Ming seemed to be no 

longer at the same level, not from the same world. Even though they were both in the same school and 

both were seniors, the gap was formed in their hearts. . 

 

“Really? Qin Ming, don’t you fool us?” Qi Weidong asked suspiciously. 

 

Fang Hao also said: “Do you sign the contract? How about the salary?” 

 

Qin Ming said domineeringly: “Of course, the contract is signed, and the salary starts at 10,000. 

Depending on the assigned position and performance, a freshman with 10,000 in Guangzhou is 

considered very good. Many undergraduates have worked hard for two or three years. Not at this 

price.” 

 

Qin Ming took out the prepared materials in his hand, showed them to everyone, and said, “You can 

take a look first.” 

 

Everyone took the information. Qin Ming’s company was newly registered and became a subsidiary of 

the Huaxia branch of the Universe Century Group. The purpose was to give him a springboard to 

cultivate cronies. 

 



The peculiar existence of the supreme board of directors allowed Qin Ming to speed up his control of 

the group. 

 

At this time, in a hospital in the country of Magnesia, Chang Hongxi was sitting on a hospital bed and 

looking at some files. A man walked up to him and said in a low voice: “Boss, Master, he has changed a 

lot of people in important positions, except Airborne and exceptional promotion, even the assassination 

squad is in their hands. On Huaxia’s side, we can no longer intervene.” 

 

Chang Hongxi said: “It’s okay, let him toss, he should be angry. Ho ho, this kid has personality and 

doesn’t like to listen to others. I like it, but no one on the highest board can stop him. Become the new 

leader. It should be his, he just caught it.” 

 

The man said again, “Boss, what do we do next?” 

 

Chang Hongxi put down the files in his hand and sighed: “It’s time for me to leave the scene. It’s time for 

the behemoth of Huanyu to be handed over to the young man.” 
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Liu Xunan, Xue Fei and Fang Hao were all tempted by Qin Ming’s high salary and promising career plan, 

and all of them agreed to join Qin Ming’s new company, Chaoyang Group. 

 

The boss of this company is naturally his elder brother Qin Chaoyang. 

 

Qin Chaoyang worked as a manager in the supermarket for a few months. Although he has a low degree 

of education, he learns quickly. With the help of the secretary, Xiaoli, a high-achieving student, he can 

handle ordinary daily affairs. 

 

After everyone had negotiated, Qin Ming handed over the follow-up work to Song Ying, let them 

exercise first, and then promoted to important positions when they had a suitable opportunity. 



 

These are his people! Of course, Qin Ming wouldn’t entrust them with important tasks right away. He 

had to make arrangements slowly. Step by step, he and Song Ying had already formulated a set of 

procedures. 

 

It can be said that Qin Ming has put his fellow alumni into his plan to control the Universe Century 

Group, and they have become Qin Ming’s chess pieces. 

 

Qin Ming drank and celebrated with everyone after the negotiation, one by one shouting to Qin Ming 

and then covering them and earning money together, Qin Ming also fully agreed. 

 

After ten o’clock, a group of talents left the scene. 

 

Qin Ming walked alone on the night road, and the cold wind was blowing. Since he practiced martial arts 

guidelines, he has not only suffered from a headache, but also became particularly good at drinking. For 

some of his changes, whether it is physical fitness or mental maturity, Qin Ming sighs Endless. 

 

“I can’t go back.” Qin Ming looked up at the moonlight above his head, sighing. 

 

He used to be so simple. He knew how to read books, coax Li Meng, and occasionally do sports every 

day. He never thought that after more than three months, he has become the richest man in the world. 

 

He also got into trouble with Chang Hongxi, and asked the prince to take the position and seized power. 

 

However, Chang Hongxi did not have too many objections. As long as he married the Zhao family and 

got the support of the Zhao family, Chang Hongxi would be silent. 

 

Qin Ming maintained and sacrificed his own principles twice and became more utilitarian. It can be said 

that children will be more true to their right and wrong, and adults will choose their interests. 



 

Qin Ming chose interest. 

 

When Qin Ming was about to go back to school, a Bentley suddenly drove up to the side of the road. 

Huang Shaohao walked out of the car and said, “Qin Ming, stop for me.” 

 

Qin Ming squinted. Why hasn’t this Huang Shaohao left Guangzhou? 

 

Qin Ming teased: “Huang Shao, I didn’t offend you, right? If you can offend someone by breaking your 

wrist, you would be too weak.” 

 

Huang Shaohao cursed and said: “Your kid made me look for a while, I ask you, where did you take 

Changxi last night?” 

 

Qin Ming moved in his heart and pretended to be stupid: “No, after taking your car for a drive, Sister 

Chang Xi went back to the dormitory by herself.” 

 

Huang Shaohao said: “Impossible. I have already spent money to buy a girlfriend in her dormitory. She 

didn’t go back to the dormitory last night. I also investigated all the hotels and hotels in the city, and 

there is no record of your two rooms…” 

 

Qin Ming’s face was dark, this man was really persistent. 

 

He asked: “I said Shao Huang, are you so? Where is there no fragrant grass in the end of the world? Why 

do you love a flower alone?” 

 

Huang Shaohao said: “I have been chasing her for ten years. You ask me why I am in love with a flower? 

Our two are family friends, and the elders used to say that we ordered a baby kiss. Of course it was just 



a joke, but it shows that our two families have a good relationship. We are also childhood sweethearts, I 

have been waiting for her, and I refused to give up many beauties for her.” 

 

“She likes sportsmen, so I participate in fitness, spend money to play guns, and even tan my panel. I 

remember her favorite color, her birthday, and deliberately went to the same high school and the same 

class as her. , I visit her house every New Year’s Day.” 

 

“You ask me why I love a flower alone? In my eyes, she is the best, and I will definitely marry her.” 

 

The corner of Qin Ming’s mouth twitched, he was really infatuated with a man, and it was a bit 

perverted. It’s strange that other girls would like you, but you definitely don’t want to hear what 

happened to Sun Changxi last night. 

 

Qin Ming went back and forth three times, and his memory is still fresh. 

 

“Hmm…” Qin Ming is very difficult to commit this crime. This is not an ordinary rich second generation. 

 

He is a high-quality rich second-generation, self-cultivation, capable, and so infatuated, Qin Ming feels 

that it is not easy to explain, the other party will not let him go. 

 

Qin Ming teased Huang Shaohao deliberately, “I took sister Changxi back to the dormitory, don’t you 

believe it?” 

 

Huang Shaohao had a dark face, pulled the button on the neckline of his suit, and said, “Don’t lie to me. I 

asked your classmates in your dormitory, and also called up the monitoring of the boys’ dormitory of 

your school. You didn’t go back to the dormitory last night. Tell me honestly, where did you two go last 

night?” 

 

Tsk tsk, Qin Ming shuddered, what did you guy do? Isn’t this a stalker? 



 

Qin Ming said, “I said Shao Huang, didn’t you come for a blind date? Since the blind date failed, what are 

you doing in Guangzhou?” 

 

Huang Shaohao snorted arrogantly, and said, “By the way, doing business, you think I am like you, a 

twenty-year-old person, and I rely on my parents and mom, and I rely on myself to make money. I’m 

talking about a big business in Guangzhou, I want Show me some results to Chang Xi and prove my 

excellence.” 

 

The corner of Qin Ming’s mouth twitched. This guy was so arrogant and completely looked down on Qin 

Ming as a student. 

 

Huang Shaohao said: “You tell me, Changxi’s mother also came to Guangzhou, also to discuss a big 

business, I can help, you are a student younger than Changxi, it is impossible to talk to Changxi. Yes, you 

will die of that heart.” 

 

Qin Ming was wronged, he didn’t have the intention at all, Huang Shaohao misunderstood him. 

 

Qin Ming didn’t panic, and smiled and said, “Huang Shao, what are you doing so nervously? What do 

you care about? Are you afraid that I had a relationship with Sister Chang Xi last night?” 

 

As soon as he heard the words “have a relationship”, Huang Shaohao’s veins violent. He immediately 

went to Qin Ming, tit-for-tat, and threatened: “Do you dare? Qin Ming, I warn you, you dare to touch 

her hair, I won I’ll let you go. Although my Huang family’s forces are not in Guangzhou, it’s easy to deal 

with you.” 

 

Qin Ming sneered in his heart. Didn’t he just touch Sun Changxi’s hair? 

 

However, Qin Ming couldn’t say it clearly, he said it, didn’t it cause Sun Changxi and him trouble? 

 



Huang Shaohao also said that Sun Changxi’s mother was here, and it is estimated that he was also the 

daughter who was working outside, so he couldn’t cause Sun Changxi to trouble him. 

 

It is common for unmarried people to get married first. Although it is very common in modern society, it 

is still difficult to accept for many families, especially some wealthy families. 

 

Qin Ming rudely patted Huang Shaohao’s chest with the back of his hand, and said, “Look at how 

anxious you are. People who don’t know think you are Sister Changxi’s boyfriend. Who do you think of 

Sister Changxi? She went last night Another best friend slept there, in the nearby Ludao community.” 

 

Qin Ming’s car stopped in the villa in the community last night, and Huang Shaohao, who is Huang 

Shaohao, went to investigate and monitor again, so he could only arrange for Liao Qingjing, who hadn’t 

seen it for a long time. 

 

Qin Ming realized that after reading the autobiography book given by Zhang Quanzhen, he had lied, his 

face was not red and his heart beat, and he was shocked when he said something accurate. 

 

Huang Shaohao frowned and said, “A neighborhood nearby?” 

 

Qin Ming said: “Yes, you can check the surveillance. I won’t be with you.” 

 

Huang Shaohao stopped Qin Ming and said, “No, you take me there and I can pay you.” 

 

Qin Ming disdainfully said: “I am not short of money.” 

 

Huang Shaohao still stopped him and said, “If I must ask you to take me there?” 

 

With that said, Huang Shaohao squeezed the bones of his fingers and made crackling noises. He twisted 

his neck and relaxed his bones. 



 

Huang Shaohao held his chin arrogantly, and said, “I lost to you with my wrist strength yesterday, but I 

am proficient in all kinds of fighting. You can’t do five moves under my hand, do you believe it?” 
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Huang Shaohao came to provoke him, first boasting about his relationship with Sun Changxi, showcasing 

his career success, and mocking Qin Ming’s first student for not being qualified to pursue Sun Changxi. 

 

Then I was worried that I was wearing a green hat and that I would marry a second-hand item in the 

future, as if forcing Qin Ming not to prove his innocence and not let you go. 

 

Let alone whether he can marry Sun Changxi, Qinming alone has no obligation to prove it for him. 

 

He has already said the location of the community and asked him to check and monitor it himself, but he 

still wants to fight Qin Ming and force Qin Ming. 

 

Qin Ming is also angry, you are too much, really think he is a good persimmon? 

 

“This street, you provoke us like this. If the tiger doesn’t show off your power, you will treat me as a sick 

cat?” Although Qin Ming has never practiced fighting, he has been the master of fights since he was a 

child. That’s fake. 

 

Qin Ming also twisted his neck and said, “Okay, if you beat me, I will take you to the place where she 

stayed last night.” 

 

The corner of Huang Shaohao’s mouth raised, showing full self-confidence and fierce fangs, and said: 

“Toasting and not eating fine wine, I have been very polite to you, I have to force me to act and suffer, 

this is cheap bones.” 



 

Qin Ming frowned, you fellow, proud of you? Look down on people? 

 

“Hey!” Qin Ming was very surprised that Huang Shaohao’s footing was relatively stable. Since he started 

practicing, he also knows how to distinguish the stability of people’s footing. This Huang Shaohao seems 

to have really learned some fighting. 

 

Qin Mingchao, who was about to take a shot, made a stop gesture, and he wanted to clean up this guy 

himself. 

 

It was too late, and it was soon before Qin Ming stopped Along’s shot, and the fist as big as a casserole 

hit Qin Ming’s face. 

 

Bang! 

 

Qin Ming took it with his bare hands! 

 

Qin Ming was forced to take a step back by the tremendous strength of the boxing. This fist-to-fist still 

made his fist a little bit painful. 

 

However, Huang Shaohao was stunned. With a punch in the middle, he could not defeat Qin Ming? 

 

“Ha~!” Huang Shaohao couldn’t beat a punch again. Qin Ming reacted very quickly. He kept dodge, and 

kept pulling the distance. Huang Shaohao couldn’t hit it. 

 

“Walking around, are you a mouse?” Huang Shaohao mocked in annoyance. 

 



Qin Ming sneered: “Do you think that your arena is not successful wherever you go? Do you still tell you 

the rules for street fights?” 

 

Huang Shaohao said annoyed: “I think you are just a student, I haven’t gotten real yet. Are you so 

arrogant and uncooperative, do you want to die?” 

 

Shimi, who is arrogant? Qin Ming realized that she hated this guy more and more, with a look of 

arrogance. 

 

Huh, another punch came, Qin Ming didn’t evade this time, but he hit it again, this time he also moved 

true. 

 

Boom, Huang Shaohao furrowed his brows with a bang, and it was his turn to take a step back this time. 

 

Qin Ming watched Huang Shaohao’s brows curled into a ball, and laughed, “How about it? Normal fights 

are protected by gloves, right? It’s gone today, it’s uncomfortable, right?” 

 

Huang Shaohao’s situation was really right by him. He practiced fighting with full protection. He rarely 

suffered skin and flesh, and his endurance was not as good as Qin Ming. 

 

But Qin Ming was accustomed to the pain of skin and flesh, and he didn’t think there was anything at all. 

 

Facing Qin Ming’s smiling ridicule, Huang Shaohao was furious, and rushed up with his left uppercut and 

right uppercut. The punches were very frightening. 

 

But Qin Ming just insisted on it, compared with his strength, and was stubborn in front of him, to deal 

with these fancy moves in Hu Li. 

 



Bang, bang, bang… After connecting the three punches, Qin Ming’s fists started to heat up, and his arm 

muscles were full of strength, but Huang Shaohao was miserable. His arms trembled and his head was 

sweating profusely. This is different from the boxing he practiced in the club. , The other party is not a 

sandbag! 

 

Qin Ming took advantage of Huang Shaohao’s back gap and stepped forward with a kick, bang! 

 

He kicked onto Huang Shaohao’s egg. This move is absolutely forbidden in the ring, but the street 

fighting is definitely effective. Qin Ming was taught a lesson by a girl when he was a child. From then on, 

he cherished his eggs for fighting. 

 

“Oh~!” Huang Shaohao covered his crotch, lying on the ground in pain, and cursed: “Qin Ming, you 

beast, are you, are you still a man? Oh…you, you bastard.” 

 

Qin Ming spread his hands together and said, “Huang Shao, I didn’t use much strength. You don’t have 

to worry about not being a man, but you just give me a break and bother me. I’m not that easy to talk.” 

 

Qin Ming was blowing his whistle, humming a small song, in a good mood, and was about to leave. 

 

But another extended Mercedes drove on the side of the road, and two sturdy bodyguards got off first. 

 

Qin Ming’s heart tightened, is Huang Shaohao really playing? 

 

Along immediately walked to Qin Ming’s side, beware that the other party had weapons, and said, 

“Master, step back.” 

 

However, instead of taking care of Huang Shaohao, the bodyguards opened the door to the back seat, 

and got down from the car, a lady dressed in expensive clothes, a long skirt covering her legs, and a 

white and delicate lady. Just looking at her face, she only had a feeling of more than thirty. too young. 



 

At the same time, Sun Changxi got off the car. 

 

Qin Ming was startled, and said in his heart: “Huh? It’s not just Sun Changxi’s mother, right? The two 

look like two sisters. Is it also the Lin family’s beautiful insect paste? The effect is great.” 

 

The beautiful woman and Sun Changxi took a look at the scene first, and found that Huang Shaohao was 

covering his brother and lying on the ground. The two girls secretly shook their heads. Isn’t this too bad? 

Not even a student can clean up. 

 

But in fact, it’s really not to blame Huang Shaohao for not giving his strength. Qin Ming is really too 

cowhied and he doesn’t need any skills. He can drop ten times with one force and win by brute force. 

 

The beautiful woman walked up to Qin Ming and said, “Hello classmates, I am Sun Changxi and her 

mother. You can call me Mrs. Sun. You should be good friends?” 

 

Qin Ming nodded and said: “Hello, sister, I do know sister Chang Xi, she usually takes care of me very 

much, and she invited me to drink yesterday.” 

 

When talking about drinking, Sun Changxi gritted her teeth and stared at Qin Ming, and then said a 

bunch of words in her mouth, but Qin Ming didn’t understand lip language, what was she talking about? 

 

But obviously, in front of her own mother, Sun Changxi stopped cooking completely, and she didn’t dare 

to make any trouble. 

 

Mrs. Sun was very satisfied with Qin Ming calling her sister. After all, women love beauty, rich women 

love beauty, and super rich women love to stay young. 

 



She asked: “Classmate Qin Ming, I heard Huang Shaohao say that after you drank with my daughter last 

night, she didn’t return all night, where did you go? Did you do something to her?” 

 

Qin Ming was startled and turned to look at Sun Changxi. The latter looked very anxious, with 

expectations in his eyes, hoping that Qin Ming could settle the matter. 

 

At the same time, Qin Ming was also annoyed by Huang Shaohao, but it was really annoying. Still 

complaining to his parents about this kind of thing? Are you a junior high school student? No wonder 

Sun Changxi is irritating you, you are not infatuation, you are simply “funny”. 

 

Qin Ming pretended to be stupid and said, “No, sister, you have a misunderstanding, don’t you believe 

your daughter?” 

 

Mrs. Sun frowned and approached Qin Ming and said in a low voice: “A girl, she was drunk the night 

before, and her walking posture was abnormal the next day. You said nothing happened? Classmate, 

you can honestly explain, my daughter Did you suffer a disadvantage? Don’t be afraid. It’s the legal 

system now. I just ask the situation clearly. I won’t do anything to you, right?” 

 

Wipe, you really are a woman, Mrs. Sun, you have experience, you can tell at a glance. 

 

But who believes your lie? Are you really wrong with us? Do you need to chase you in such a hurry at 

night? Can’t we talk while eating at the teahouse tomorrow? 

 

But Qin Ming had learned to brag and lie naturally without revealing any flaws. 

 

He still pretended to be stupid and said: “The walking posture is abnormal? Why? How do I know, sister, 

you misunderstood me. Although sister Chang Xi is very beautiful and her figure is very charming, even if 

I have a sexual desire, Without the courage, I was afraid that she would jump me with a shot.” 

 



Sun Changxi, who was standing behind, rolled her eyes speechlessly, Qin Ming, you got cheap and 

behaved, but you didn’t say it directly, so I will spare your life for the time being. 

 

At this time, Huang Shaohao walked over and said: “Auntie, leave this to me, I will definitely return 

Chang Xi’s innocence.” 

 

Qin Ming and Sun Changxi were both speechless at the same time, wishing to stab Huang Shaohao to 

death. You are a rich second-generation talent, so why is your EQ so low? 

 

Without you being jealous, would Mrs. Sun take it so seriously? 

 

Qin Ming realized that this matter must be resolved, otherwise Sun Changxi and him would be in big 

trouble. 

 

Mrs. Sun asked, “Student Qin Ming, this matter is very important to our family. I hope you can prove 

that it won’t waste much of your time. I can compensate you afterwards. Do you think it is impossible?” 

 

Qin Ming frowned, he couldn’t escape this matter, and thought: “It seems that I really can only go to 

Liao Qingjing. I hope she can cooperate. No, what if she is not there?” 

 

Chapter 480 

In fact, Qin Ming didn’t want to trouble Liao Qingjing, because he was worried that Liao Qingjing would 

not be able to react and something would go wrong. 

 

But to the big brother? Isn’t that more of a pit? The eldest brother is an honest man who can’t lie. 

 



There was no other way, Qin Ming could only lead the people to the urban Green Island community. 

Whether it was successful or not, Qin Ming could only take this step. 

 

Huh? How come Sun Changxi who is behind is still talking nonsense? But she didn’t dare to say anything, 

that Mrs. Sun looked back at her, and she immediately became honest again. 

 

Along looked at him and approached Qin Ming to translate: “Master, the policewoman said, you must 

not shake things out last night, or you want you to look good.” 

 

Qin Ming laughed in his heart, good-looking? He was really good-looking last night, and he was still cool. 

 

Qin Ming came to the second floor of a certain building in the community and knocked on the door, but 

there was no movement inside. 

 

Qin Ming’s face was dark, but Liao Qingjing was not there? 

 

Qin Ming actually has the key. He lived with Liao Qingjing for a while. Teacher Liao gave him the key 

because of the trouble, but Qin Ming is not good at getting the key now? 

 

A student of you has a key to the teacher’s house, how do you explain it? Didn’t Liao Qingjing’s 

reputation be ruined? 

 

Huang Shaohao looked ugly, and said, “What’s the matter? You opened the door. Aunt Yang is here too. 

Don’t be fooled, or you can just admit it, what you did last night.” 

 

Qin Ming squinted his eyes, this Huang Shaohao really became more and more annoying. The more he 

feared Sun Changxi, the more anxious he made Qin Ming prove himself, the more anxious he became, 

and the more likely he was to say something wrong. 

 



It’s not difficult for Qin Ming to understand. He must be thinking that Sun Changxi is his woman and he 

can’t let other people get involved, and Qin Ming is a poor boy that he will never recognize. If he knew 

that Qin Ming got involved in Sun Changxi, he would probably Think of being cuckold. 

 

This kind of self-righteous behavior, arbitrarily taking Sun Changxi as a future wife, is also annoying 

enough. 

 

Sun Changxi doesn’t like you at all, okay. 

 

Qin Ming said: “Maybe people are not here, can’t you blame me? It was so late last night, and I didn’t 

know where sister Changxi lived, and I didn’t have the money to stay in a hotel, so I could only come to 

my teacher.” 

 

Aunt Yang said, “Do you have such a good relationship with your teacher? Then there should be a 

phone?” 

 

Sun Changxi was about to say something, Aunt Yang interrupted: “Don’t talk, don’t you lose face when 

you are drunk all night? Let your dad know about this, see how he cleans you, the face of our Sun family 

Do you want it? You are headstrong enough, but you can’t be lawless.” 

 

When Qin Ming heard the look of this beautiful woman scolding, he was really majestic, and it should be 

the aura of a person who has been in a high position for a long time. 

 

Sun Changxi was so scolded that she dared not speak. 

 

Qin Ming saw some clues. The reason why Aunt Yang cares so much is that she is not only worried that 

Sun Changxi will give him permission, but also that Huang Shaohao is worried? 

 

Huang Shaohao’s persistent investigation made him suspect that Sun Changxi had sex. Once he was 

actually hammered, if he talked nonsense, then Sun Changxi’s reputation would be gone. 



 

If it is an ordinary family, it is at most between relatives, and someone in the neighborhood is pointing at 

the back, but for the rich family, it can easily become a joke in the circle, and this face will be lost for 

many years. 

 

After that, whoever married Sun Changxi would be laughed at to take over. Honestly, everyone is 

embarrassed to say hello, after all, the circle is the same circle. 

 

The front will not mention it to you, the rear will look down on all kinds of ridicule, and it will be 

uncomfortable to leave anyone alone. 

 

Therefore, Aunt Yang also wanted to get a “innocent” answer from Sun Changxi in her heart. 

 

Qin Ming sighed inwardly, it was a drunk mistake, the two of them were unclean. 

 

“Huh?” What do you guys do at my door? 

 

Suddenly, a drunken voice came from behind, a young and beautiful woman in a long dress, leaning on 

the wall of the stairs with a bottle of beer, walked up slowly, with the other hand still holding the key in 

the bag. 

 

Isn’t that Liao Qingjing? 

 

Qin Ming’s face was dark, he forgot that Liao Qingjing was a female drunkard. 

 

Once there is something unpleasant, I love to drink, it is common to drink unconsciously. 

 



To be fair, Qin Ming didn’t help Liao Qingjing get tens of millions. With her own resources, she has 

transformed from a university dance teacher to the boss of an entertainment dance company doing 

stage shows, a proper little rich woman, what else is wrong? happy? 

 

Qin Ming hurried forward and said, “Teacher Liao, why are you drinking again?” 

 

Liao Qingjing saw that it was Qin Ming, smiled and stretched out his hand to hook Qin Ming’s arm, and 

said, “Ah, you kid are here again, do you miss the teacher? I want to peek at the teacher’s body again… 

ooh…” 

 

Wipe, don’t talk nonsense when you are drunk. , 

 

Qin Ming immediately covered Liao Qingjing’s mouth with his hand. The wine was really bad. In the past, 

it was obvious that you didn’t wear your clothes properly, wrapped in a towel and dangled in front of us. 

What’s the matter for us? 

 

But what you said, our personality impression score is about to drop to zero. 

 

Qin Ming said quickly: “Teacher Liao, this is the case. Didn’t we ask you to help take care of a friend last 

night? She slept with you last night, don’t you forget to be drunk? Ms. Liao? Ms. Liao? ” 

 

Qin Ming was embarrassed, and Liao Qingjing fell asleep and lay on him. 

 

He looked at everyone helplessly and said, “Why don’t you come back tomorrow? You see, there is 

indeed such a number one person, I don’t have to lie to you.” 

 

Sun Changxi took the opportunity to say: “Yes, when I left this morning, I left here.” 

 



At this time, Aunt Yang’s two bodyguards came up and said, “Madam, the monitoring of the community 

has been called. It was indeed Huang Shao’s car that came in last night, but this morning she discovered 

that the lady walked away from the gate of the community by herself.” 

 

Qin Ming squinted, these people’s movements are really fast. 

 

Qin Ming said, “Right? I didn’t lie. Sister Changxi stayed here with Teacher Liao last night.” 

 

Huang Shaohao hummed: “I’m afraid you will take the opportunity to wipe the oil.” 

 

Sun Changxi is angry, isn’t Huang Shaohao adding chaos? Besides, she was taken advantage of by Qin 

Ming. What does it have to do with him? The attitude of a future husband all day makes Sun Changxi 

very annoying. 

 

Sun Changxi said: “Huang Shao, you can throw dirty water on people if you have money? Can you be 

responsible for what you say? Don’t think people so dirty.” 

 

Huang Shaohao quickly explained: “No, Changxi, you misunderstood me. I’m worried, I’m afraid you will 

suffer. I just frighten him, and he will be honest and dare not lie.” 

 

Qin Ming was happy, and he was obviously worried that he would not have the chance to win the “first 

blood” but was doing all kinds of sophistry here. 

 

Qin Ming simply pretended to be angry, and said: “I’m like this, you still don’t believe me, so what can I 

say? Really, if you have prejudices in your heart, I can’t explain it clearly.” 

 

Aunt Yang said: “Okay, what’s the noise? What’s it like? Leave the way and let the host enter the house. 

Qin Ming, can we go in and sit for a while? Just me and Chang Xi, others. No one will go in.” 

 



Qin Ming carried the drunk Liao Qingjing into the room, and said, “Wait a moment, I will wake up 

Teacher Liao and come back.” 

 

Qin Ming gave Liao Qingjing a hot towel and wiped her face, woke her up. 

 

“Hiccup…huh? Why isn’t it in bed? I want to go to bed, I want to go to bed!” When Liao Qinghuang woke 

up, he went into a drunken madness, twisted his body, and wanted to go to bed frantically. 

 

Qin Ming is speechless, do you women behave like this when they get drunk? Is the wine so bad? 

 

He said: “Teacher Liao, wake up, hurry up and help.” 

 

Liao Qingjing’s face was drunk and flushed, and he smiled stupidly: “Help? Okay, if you kiss me, I will kill 

you. Um…” 

 

Wipe, Qin Ming is really speechless. 

 

Yesterday, Sun Changxi beat him when he was drunk. Today, Liao Qingjing will kiss him when he is 

drunk. You women are really annoying. 

 

Qin Ming hurriedly covered Liao Qingjing’s mouth with his hand, and said, “No, teacher, you must help? 

Otherwise it will be a lot of trouble.” 

 

“Hiccup…” Liao Qingjing burped a drink, snarled like a little woman, and said angrily: “I’m going to kiss, if 

I don’t kiss, I won’t save my life.” 

 

… “Qin Ming is depressed. I really want to slap him over. Is there someone like you as a teacher? You 

become a drunkard every day, and one day you are dragged into the small woods on the road and you 

regret it. 



 

No, didn’t she get drunk last time and was almost dragged into the grove? Fortunately, Qin Ming was 

passing by. 

 

“Hiccup, you are not kissing… I still want to drink, don’t stop me.” Liao Qinghuang smiled and went to 

the refrigerator to find a drink. 

 

Qin Ming was anxious, knowing that this matter could not be delayed, there was no way, to sacrifice the 

ego and complete the ego, he would not go to hell, who would go to hell? 

 

If you die, just die. No, just kiss. 

 

Qin Ming strode past, grabbing Liao Qingying’s shoulder, and said: “Okay, Teacher Liao, you have to 

wake up quickly, I kissed, uh…” 

 


